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Are you connected?
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Welcome to the Internet of Things 

• The Internet of Things (IoT) is a deeply 
interconnected ecosystem of sensors, 
cameras, computers, smart systems, 
connected devices and other 
technologies.

• IoT “things” 
• share data
• work together to make decisions
• often operate autonomously in 

the background
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Promise of the IoT
Empower people through 
technology and technology 
through intelligence
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• Autonomous 
Decision-Making

• Optimization

• Customization and 
Personalization

• Monitoring

• Efficiency

• Smart 
technologies



The IoT will become more ubiquitous 
and more unavoidable

Almost all 
vehicles will be 
self-driving by 
2050 (Rand)
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The Internet of 
Things will have an 
economic impact of 
$4-$11 trillion by 
2025 (McKinsey)

Global video 
surveillance market 
expected to reach 
$63.2 billion by 2022 
(Stratistics MRC)

There will be over 
20 billion things in 
the IoT in 2020 
(Gartner)

IoT



Benefits of the IoT

Robotic Surgery

Precision Agriculture

Disaster Response



Risks of the IoT



Is the IoT a future Utopia or Dystopia?



Innovation and Empowerment:
The IoT’s “cultural lag” [Ogburn]

Technological advances

Social framework, ethical guidelines

Iron Bridge, Shropshire.  
First bridge constructed 
from iron.  Opened 1781.



“IoT Utopia”:  Measures of Success
Success measure 1:  IoT devices should  
be good for the environment
• Promote sustainability
• Minimize e-waste
• Avoid depletion of rare materials

Success measure 2:  IoT devices should 
be good for society
• Safe and secure
• Protect the privacy of individuals
• Maximize benefits and minimize 

risks
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“IoT Utopia” will require a coordinated 
strategy
Players

• Government
• Business
• The Public
• Academia

Strategies

• Public-focused policy and legislation

• Responsible design – architected for safety, security, privacy, 
protections

• Transparency about risks and benefits
• Promotion of safe use
• Public-focused education and innovation
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IoT will exacerbate our current data 
challenges
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• Assessment: What data is needed to assess safety, security, privacy and 
sustainability of IoT products?

• Operation: What data is needed for operation of IoT systems?  Where should it 
reside and who can access it?  What are the requirements and repercussions for 
stewardship and preservation?

• Accountability: What information is needed to assign responsibility, determine 
ethical outcomes, ensure personal protections?  Who is responsible?

• Transparency: What information is needed to understand what’s happening 
with the system?  What information is needed to assess the system’s benefits and 
risks?

• Openness and FAIRness: What information can be open?  What does FAIR 
mean in an IoT context?



Working towards a beneficial IoT:  
Self-driving cars (Connected Autonomous 
Vehicles) as a Case Study
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How does a self-
driving car work?
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• AV = Car +  components 
that “see”

+  computers 
that model and
analyze

• “Sense, plan, act”

• Where am I:  use 
positional and other 
information to localize itself and build a 3D image of its environment

• How to get there:  Find an optimal path to the destination that avoids obstacles and 
follows the rules of the road

• Drive: Information fed to actuators which operate the car based on instructions

LEVEL 
0, 1

LEVEL 
2, 3

LEVEL 
3, 4, 5



How self-driving 
cars “see”
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Sensing the environment
• LIDAR (light detection and ranging mapping) à short term distance
• Radar (radio wave mapping) à longer distance
• Camera à additional detail in range
• GPS à positioning information
• Inertial movement à distance travelled, relative position
• Ultrasound (sound wave mapping) à obstacle detection



What self-driving cars see

Computer control systems use AI models to interpret sensory 
information to identify appropriate navigation paths, obstacles, 
relevant signage, other cars, pedestrians, construction, etc.   

Video clip from Chris Urmson’s Ted Talk https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tiwVMrTLUWg

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=tiwVMrTLUWg


Data Implications

• Data is generated by cameras, sensors, GPS, etc. to support driving.  

• Today’s test cars generate 4-6 TBs of data daily (depending on quantity of 
sensing devices and resolution)

• Data must be gathered for testing, operation, vehicle assessment, and 
reporting.

• U.S. Department of Transportation solicits data in 15 focus areas related to 
vehicle safety.  Manufacturers must retain data and documents to support 
safety assessment submissions and reports.

• Testing and operation data need to be preserved for operational 
improvement, near misses, and crash reconstruction.  

• Large data sets may be generated during vehicle testing.  Data management 
strategies critical for efficient development.
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Self-driving cars today

There were more than 1.4 billion 
cars on the road in 2017 [Forbes]

By 2020, there will be 10M 
(Level 3+) self-driving cars [Forbes]

In 2017, Americans drove over 3 
trillion miles [NPR]

Waymo’s self-driving car has driven 
over 8 million miles on public roads.  
[NPR, 2018]

Not prevalent yet but they will be …

2020's 2030's 2040's 2050's

Predicted Sales of Self-Driving Cars

2-5%

20-40%
40-60%

80-100%



IoT Success Measure 1:
Are Level 3-4 cars good for the 
environment?    
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3-20%
Up to 9%

Not yet.

Mounted 
cameras and 
sensors cause a 
significant 
amount of 
aerodynamic 
drag, and 
lower efficiency



Transportation in 2050
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Pods
Platoons

Eco-driving
Higher speeds
Vehicle right-sizing
Congestion mitigation
Increased mobility



Transportation in 2050 – Social and 
environmental impacts

Environmental 
Impacts
• Land-use 

• Parking
• E-waste 21

Public impacts
• Urban / suburban living, 

population distribution 
• Law enforcement
• Insurance and liability

Economic and commercial impacts
• Ownership vs. service
• Public transportation
• Evolution of jobs / services



IoT Success Measure 2:
Are self-driving cars good for you?

• Are they safe?  Do we trust them?
• Do they protect our privacy?
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How safe do self-driving cars need to 
be for us to trust them?

What can go wrong in a self-
driving car?
• Sensors (GPS, cameras, LIDAR) don’t 

work as expected
• Security and other vulnerabilities
• Unanticipated situations, etc.
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Risk of 
dying in a 
car crash 
over a 
lifetime:  
1 in 102

Risk of 
dying in a 
plane crash 
over a 
lifetime:  
1 in 205,552



How safe are self-driving cars?

Fatalities in self-driving 
cars:
• 2016:  Tesla / China
• 2016:  Tesla / Florida
• 2018:  Tesla / California
• 2018:  Uber [Volvo] / 

Arizona
• 2019:  Tesla / Florida
• 2019: Tesla / Florida

• How do we measure 
safety?
• Fatalities

• Serious injuries

• Crashes

• Roadmanship (safety 
envelope  violations)

• Disengagement



Are self-driving cars public spaces or 
private spaces?

Personal data collected may include
• Where you go
• Where you are
• What you’re doing / saying
• How you drive
• Your biometrics 
• How much alcohol you’ve consumed
• What you listen to
• Your phone calls, texts, and website queries

Data collected about you:
• Technical data
• Societal and crowd-sourced data
• Personal data Fran’s car (Level 1)

Alyssa’s car (Level 3)



Many technology and 
data challenges for AVs

• Privacy implications
• What information should be gathered?  What information should be retained?

• Who has rights and access to AV information?  Who has control over the sharing 
and exchange of that information? (Jurisdictions count!)

• Data stewardship and preservation implications
• Where should IoT data be hosted and how long should it be retained?
• What are reasonable expectations for curation, metadata, interoperability, 

workflows, security, privacy?

• IoT research implications
• How do we do open science on the IoT?
• How do we do reproducible research on the IoT?
• How do we ensure safe, unbiased outcomes for AI-driven systems?

EASY



Impact Universe of the IoT
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Biological 
World

Physical 
World

Cyber 
World

• Natural ecosystem
• Built Environment

• Humans
• Society

• Hardware
• Software
• Data



Many opportunities to “tune” the IoT
to promote the public interest
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Protections
(Security)

Access to 
information
(Privacy)

Decision 
approach
(Ethics)

Use of rare 
materials
(Environmental 
sustainability)

Number of 
accidents
(Safety)

Device / system 
upgrades
(E-waste)

Ownership / 
Service
(Economy)

Emissions
(Environmental 
sustainability)



Who is responsible 
for tuning the IoT?
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Promoting the public good:
How governments can help
Privacy, security and safety 
expectations for consumer IoT
products critical.

Social frameworks needed:
• IoT “Bill of (human) rights” and 

(data) protections

• Guidelines for ethical development, 
use, outcomes

• Clarity on responsibility and liability 
with respect to autonomous systems

• Regulation of the private sector for the public interest
30



Promoting the Public Good:  
How businesses can help
• Focus on responsible design

• Pubic-focused design – architected for safety, security, privacy, 
protections

• Environment-focused design -- longer lifespans, 
avoidance of disposable batteries 

• Focus on responsible practice
• Development of sustainable supply chains and sources
• Focus on upgrades in software vs. upgrades in hardware

• Be transparent about the risks and benefits of products 
and what constitutes safe use
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Promoting the public good:
How academia can help
Science and technology expertise critical to inform effective 
policy and legislation
Grow Public Interest Technology in higher ed to explore how 
technology can support the public good
• Courses
• Minors / majors
• Research and publication venues
• Education / training
• Partnerships
• Practicum / professional options
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Promoting the public good:
How you can help

• Make good choices.  
Ask before you buy

• Protect your data

• Set privacy parameters 
to max

• Promote public 
responsibility in the 
public sector through 
your feedback and 
your votes
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